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The CoreNet Global community is facing complex challenges, and we are grateful to be a part of an
organization humble enough to recognize none of us have all the answers. Our team refined the
proposed problem statement to focus on a long term, hopeful point of view. We challenged ourselves to
develop long term recommendations for corporate real estate professionals to enact lasting changes that
will improve wellbeing in the workplace.
Our solutions are centered around the fundamentals of what it means to be truly human. The simple
framework addresses both physical and psychological wellbeing, and solutions are presented within the
context of five sensory experiences: sight, touch, taste, hearing, and feeling. We referenced Maslow’s

Hierarchy of Needs to prompt our recommendations for long term psychological improvements to the
workplace experience.
In the attached diagrams, we’ve noted specific workplace recommendations we believe will result in a
strengthening of employees’ physical and psychological wellbeing. Supporting behavioral and physical
ecology could be the best long-term investment for any organization’s most precious asset, its people.
Safety & Physiological Wellbeing

See: This category includes environmental interactions & adaptations. Notable long-term workplace
considerations include reconfigurable furniture and wall solutions, an increase in personal space and ondemand office cleaning.
Touch: This category represents tangible consciousness. Recommendations include the elimination of
porous materials, touchless design and an increase in interaction with nature (biophilia).
Taste: This category focuses on social awareness. Prepackaged food offerings and grab and go options
will increase as we rethink the scale of gathering places.
Hear: Our audible insights include an increase in sound notification, distance monitoring and a reduction
in white noise.
Psychological Wellbeing

According to the World Health Organization, mental health is defined as “a state of wellbeing in which
every individual realizes his or her own potential, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work
productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a contribution to his or her community.”
We applied Maslow’s Hierarchy— “a theory in human motivation” to workplace. From a long-term
perspective, it takes a dedicated focus and vision from company leadership to establish a culture of
complete wellbeing. We hypothesize that enabling every individual to reach his/her full potential could be
one of the most positive outcomes of the crisis we are working through.
Conclusion
Within the realm of workplace strategy, there have been ongoing conversations about the importance of
bringing diverse stakeholders to the table. Before COVID, pioneering companies have begun
championing effective collaboration between Real Estate, HR, and IT stakeholders, and even defining the
role of a “Chief Employee Experience Officer”.
The nature and composition of the future workplace is coming into question now, as it has many times
before. The future is unknown, but we believe that the threat of COVID will shape positive outcomes
within the realm of workplace strategy. A combination of policies and changes to the physical design of
the office will put the employee back at the center of design, out of necessity. Perhaps we will even see
an emerging need for a new role, the “Chief Wellbeing Officer”.
We have proposed a simple, sensory-driven framework to ensure that these changes are implemented in
a way that safeguards employee wellbeing at the heart of workplace decision making.

